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Hash # 939 

 

Quote of the Week 
“I don’t know what it is about a hash, but I am always Nippin’.”  TITTLY WINKS 

 

Beer, Beer, Ber, Behr… 
Three trails, two beer bitches, and a lot of our 
beverage of choice.  That about sums up the Third 
Annual Beer Madness Trail, laid by our beloved Fuck 
‘em Dano, the always rambunctious Hey Ho, the 
master of the clit Cum Scout, sweet sodomy-loving 
Brown Eyed Swirl, the fresh smelling Just Beth, and 
a roughed up but always determined Tough Woman 
in Green.  One would like think a Hash dedicated to 
the honor of beer would be a true hardship, but the 
always cool $50 Bitch and the rest of Brew Crew were 
well prepared for the festivities.   Not one, not two, but 
FIVE Beer Checks adorned this great day of Hashing 
Atonement.  We were later treated to a very happy 
and pleasant Red Eyed Vagina who skillfully 
managed to entertain a handful of attentive hashers… 
proving again he is a very cunning-linguist. 
 
One truth is that our Grand Masterette Tittly Winks proved that she loves to suck AND 
blow, as displayed below on 38 Flavors candy ring and REV’s noise maker, 
respectively.  NotiCe the fascination of Sucks Cock for Crack. 
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Can we really handle 2 beer bitches??? 

Just Cora and Just Maia combined forces to 
be our dueling beer bitches.  Rear Area 
Security proclaimed he was in favor of 
doubling this position as it gave Hashers the 
opportunity to be serviced by multiple 
unnamed (and unknowing) bitches… I mean 
… actually beer wenches (for all you PC 
folks).  He stated, “Variety is the true spice of 
life.” And he’s right… there’s light, dark, 
domestic, multiple… all kinds of ways I take 
my women…  I mean beer! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Please do not look at her nipple!       I don’t see anything wrong with that, Mr. Bush 

 

Violations 
 
1. Beanie Globin – The most heinous of all Hashing crimes.  RACING!  Why?? 
2. Can’t Get Beaver – Pissing on WOWO’s house during a beer check. 
3. Gimmeadick – Tongue kissing WOWO’s dog. 
4. US Boobs and Oral Report – Singing a Country song about WOWO. 
5. Bronco Buster – Undressing a Harrier… wait! What is wrong wit dat? 
6. Can’t Get Beaver – Can’t take the heat of being around so many hot Harriers. 

 
Long Time No Seers 
 
And lots of ‘em!   Funny how Beer Madness brings back so many old faces.  We were 
graced with the presence of AsstroTurf, Bite Me Elmo, Butt Plug, Dicky Ricardo, 
Double Stuffed Whoreo, Douches Wild, EuroTrash Barbie, Gay, KY Jelly, Looney 
Soccer Dad, Piggly Wiggly, Smoking the Beaver, Tip Her Whip Her, Well Drilled, 
Yank Me Out, and (ironically)  Back for More.  Thanks for cumming out, and hope to 
see you (naked) soon! 
 

On On, EgoTesticle 


